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What is Terre de Liens?
�A civil society organisation 
1 national association + 20 regional ones + 1 ethical investment fund + 1 
Foundation

� mobilising civic support: volunteering, investment, donations, 
membership

� to facilitate access to land for ecological, peasant 
farmers - through advice, support, direct land acquisition, facilitation of 
multi-stakeholders partnerships

� so as to ensure :
•The continuation of land in agricultural use
•Sustainable use of the land (water, biodiversity, etc.)
•The maintenance of local agricultural jobs and activities
•The development of ecological (organic) farming 



Terre de liens: concrete actions

- Supporting and advising collective ownership scheme s

- Acquiring farms (buying or receiving as donation)

- Citizen mobilisation: 
- through public debates, conferences, training…
- through ethical finance (raising savings and donations)

- Intervention on territories : 
- Collaborating with the alternative agricultures network
- Engaging with land bodies and agricultural institutions
- Working with local authorities (studies, training, public-

citizen partnerships...)



Terre de liens: some results ...

Since 2003 :

> About 10 000 citizens mobilised and active in Terre de liens

> 30 million € raised (investment and donations)

> Over 150 farmers set up or maintained

> A hundred farms acquired

> 2200 hectares dedicated to organic and peasant farming

> Over 200 future farmers supported every year

> Tens of partnerships with local authorities



Cooperation for public goods (1): securing 
land for ecological farming

�Land provided to organic and ecological (pesticide-free) 
peasant farmers

�Environmental protection measures agreed and guaranteed 
via the systematic signature of environmental rural leases

�These leases include measures such as: diversification of 
crop rotation; specific harvesting techniques; management of 
particular landscape components (hedges, slopes, etc.)

=> Ecological farming is the motivation for most citizens to invest 
in the Foncière and for local actors to support TDL. It is fostered 
through multi-stakeholder dynamics made possible by TDL



Cooperation for public goods (1): 
securing land for ecological farming

Example: Les Plans d’Hotonnes Farm

Location: Hotonnes, Ain, Rhône-Alpes 
– Natura 2000 area

Farm: 150ha, incl. 92 ha of hay meadows and

itinerary grazing and a sheepfold owned by TDL

Farmers: 1 couple of breeders (+ 2 kids)

Products: dairy sheep (cheese) and meat

Direct marketing ( farm shop, boxes, market..)
Partners: SAFER, Ain Agricultural Chamber
Cost of TDL acquisition : about 200 000 €

Environmental lease guarantees organic 
agriculture, preservation of pastures, 
preservation of remarkable trees, etc.



Cooperation for public goods (2): 
maintaining peri-urban ag and training YF

Example: Toussacq Farm

Location: Villenauxe-la Petite, Seine et Marne, Ile de France
Farm: 73ha – mixed farm: cows, cereals, vegetables
Context: farm in the greater Paris area; announced retirement of the farmer; 
desire to maintain the farm organic and consolidate short supply chains
Results:
•Establish. of 2 young farmers
•1 incubator (on 2ha) enabling 
future farmers to “test” organic 
vegetable production for 1 to 3 y
Marketing: only short supply
chains (AMAP, etc.)
Partners: SAFER, Incubator 
“Le Champ des Possibles”, 
Network of Ile de France AMAP 
Cost of TDL acquisition : 
298 000 €



Cooperation for public goods in TDL : main 
issues and some solutions

� Working across traditional divides
=> Bringing together various groups within TDL ; training; working 
through a territorial approach; engaging with institutions (contracting)

� Assessing impacts
=> Using and adapting existing tools; developing 
complementary tools; engaging with researchers

�Having a favorable policy framework (e.g. tax rebates, leases)

=> Using existing possibilities to the maximum, and engaging with 
policy-makers where needed 

� Upscaling
=> TDL working with local authorities and public institutions



A glimpse at: Regionalwert AG, Germany
Creating a local organic food chain (1)

RWAG: 
�For-profit citizen shareholder company (500 shareholders)

�Investing in organic businesses of the Freiburg 
area: farms (land, building and running capital), 
processing businesses, catering, retailing
�2.2 Mi € raised and invested in 16 businesses – 4 
farmers (vegetables, fruit trees, mixed farm, wine)
�Assessment tool to measure economic, social and 
environmental benefits for the local territory 



A glimpse at: Regionalwert AG, Germany
Creating a local organic food chain (2)

Cooperation?
�Partners: RWAG, 16 member businesses, shareholders 

�Creation of synergies between farms and with 
other RWAG members : use of foodstuffs by caterers,  
processors and retailers; 
shared logistical means;
exchange of experience
�Common “brand” and 
public recognition

⇒creation of local 
added value



A glimpse at: XCT, Catalonia
Developing land stewardship agreements (1)

XCT:
�Catalonian Network of Land Stewardship
�Aim: to promote and disseminate knowledge about 
land stewardship; to train, support and network local 
stakeholders
�Network of 160 members: associations, 
municipalities, companies, public institutions, etc.
�Land Stewardship Agreements : voluntary-based
multi-stakeholders agreements aimed at land 
conservation and environment protection (soil fertility, 
energy saving, benefits for wild fauna and flora, etc.)



A glimpse at: XCT, Catalonia
Developing land stewardship agreements (2)

An example of cooperation: GOB Menorca
= Balearic Group for Ornithology and the defense of nature

�GOB has signed 36 land stewardship agreements with 
farmland owners and managers, which cover about 4400 ha

�Aim of the agreements: to implement best management 
practices which improve economic viability by the 
conservation of key environmental standards

�Support activities: training and 
advice to farmers, volunteer workshops
on the farms, promotion of the farms’ 
products on local markets (“brand”), 
regular monitoring of the situation



Conclusion (1): lessons learnt by TDL

�Citizens prove willing to be involved and invest (time, 
resources) in the development of local, ecological agriculture 

�Cooperation can be farmers-led, but also citizen-led or 
local authority-led. Multi-stakeholder cooperation are key, 
with an essential role of local authorities.

�Local/ territorial dynamics need to be anchored locally in 
diverse and active groups/ institutions. They need to be 
nurtured if they are to last.

�Policy framework is key to enable and foster innovative 
experiences.



Conclusion (2): some thoughts on public 
goods and cooperation

�Public goods need to be broadened beyond environmental 
goods to include social and economic ones: job and activity 
creation; preservation of lively rural areas; training, etc.

�“Public goods” produced by agriculture need to be 
assessed and communicated. Specific methodologies need 
to be developed.

�The way land is used and managed is a decisive factor for 
shaping European agriculture and rural areas 
=> basis for developing ecological ag, short supply chains, 
and ensure the much needed generational renewal

�Attention to education and training is also essential for this 
generational renewal
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